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Introduction. The importance for ensuring strength and resources of the NPPs reactors is largely determined by their increasing role in energy supply. In February 2017, the proportion of nuclear energy in the overall energy balance approached 60%. Thus life extension and assessment of the reactor strength should be seen as one of the most important directions of the power unit resource increase in general.

During reactor operation temperature and pressure (as the main design parameters) vary significantly, making essentially the load of the reactor elements not only static, but also cyclic with different speeds of reactor and internals load for various operation modes.

The cyclical character of the reactor elements load cause by the corresponding normal operation mode, as well as possible violations of normal operations mode and emergency situations, during of which is cyclical load to reactor elements by mechanical, thermal and hydrodynamic efforts, which can lead to cracks in welds, corrosion-resistant surfacing, internals mounts etc.

The formation and growth of cracks, mechanical properties changes in reactor elements structural materials (such as the reactor pressure vessel (RPV) during neutron irradiation) in reactor facility (RF) operation could lead to integrity disruption. It is in fact, is a potentially dangerous phenomenon in terms of safe RF operation as a whole.
Thus, regulations modes those are potentially dangerous for the reactor integrity should not be overlooked. The article presents the research results of influence to reactor components of two modes that require further evaluation. These modes are caused by uncontrolled control rods (CR) movement and ejection of reactor control and protection system (RCPS).

For evaluation as the pilot units with VVER-1000 the unit № 3 of Rivne NPP was selected, because the thermal-hydraulic model for this unit is one of the most pressing. At the time of article writing it corresponds to the real condition.

**Analysis of the latest research and publications**

Based on the above, for the prolongation term of normal operation mode, violations of normal operations mode and emergency situations should be analyzed by performing of series of thermal-hydraulic and strength calculation analysis. Thus should be considered a conservative approach taking into account recommendations by IAEA [1]. Such analyzes are typical for lifetime extension of the nuclear units worldwide, including Ukraine.

At the beginning of 2017 works on VVER-1000 lifetime extending have been performed (or at the stage implementation) at unit № 1, 2 of South Ukrainian NPP, unit № 1 – 4 Zaporizhzhya NPP, unit № 3 RNPP and in the near future will be conducted at unit №3 SUNPP and unit №1 Khmelnitsky NPP. These works are research, results of which are produced technical reports and result of which is a decision to extend the lifetime of reactors and power units in general.

At the same, some modes are considered qualitatively because of their unrepresentative character or in the case of selection of more relevant conservative mode. Some of regimes consider quantitatively if it is determined that they are characterized by factors that cause increased load on the reactor elements.

These factors are the following: rapid change of temperature; low final temperature of reactor elements (combined with high initial temperature); low flow rate or flow stagnant in the circulation loops, to which are connected the pipes of the emergency core cooling system (ECCS): in this case possible stratification and flows of cold water into the reactor; inhomogeneous temperature field in the reactor elements the most unfavorable condition, when the minimum temperature in one area combined with maximum average temperatures; large in homogeneity of heat transfer conditions in internal and external surfaces of reactor components (maximum heat transfer coefficient in the “cold” zone combined with a minimum value of heat transfer coefficient in the rest of the equipment); hydrodynamic effect, due to rapid changes in flow rate (speed) of coolant in the reactor tract.

The qualitative analysis is based on information provided in the operating documentation, as well as of earlier calculation transient analysis for this or a similar unit.

To select the type of analysis the impact of the above factors is reduced to a qualitative analysis and grouping by the following three groups [2]. The first group (1) is modes that cause large changes of temperature \( \Delta T > 40 \, ^\circ C \) or pressure \( \Delta P > 2 \, \text{MPa} \) on the reactor elements; the second group (2) is modes that cause small changes of temperature and pressure on the reactor elements and the third group (3) is modes that cause large changes of pressure or temperature in reactor elements in local areas.

This approach has been used as part of the life extension of power units with VVER-1000 operated in Ukraine. The maximum attention was given to the impact mode relative to the RPV, and was not paid due attention to the several modes with uncontrollable movement and ejection RCPS control rods that influence to the strength of the reactor.

Publications, which studied the above modes, focused on the analysis of the reactivity effects in the core mainly. Publications in which these regimes studied relative to the effect of thermal shock and cyclic strength, in the public access is not available.

**Research purpose.** Research purpose is a preliminary assessment of the impact of these modes to reactor components (RPV and internals), preparation of boundary conditions (BC) for further strength evaluation, for which the final conclusion about the impact of these modes will be made.

**Calculation model.** For the calculation analysis we used 4-loops model of the RNPP’s unit № 3 for code RELAP5/Mod3.2 [3], which was validated by the example of the incident that took place in 22.09.2009. The incident is related to the non-closing of the main safety valve of the YP21S01 during the scheduled inspection by increasing the pressure in the primary circuit before starting up the power
unit № 3 after the maintenance due to the jamming in the valve seat of the impulse valve YP21S04 after its opening. For the analysis of the initial event (IE), “CR RCPS ejection during the drive cover break”, an element of the type of valve is attached to the upper part of the hydraulic element that simulates the space under the reactor cover. This element simulates the leak valve (diameter 55 mm and 85 mm) and is connected to an element of the type tmdvol, which is a model of space in the hermetic valve with the corresponding parameters.

Selection of scenarios. Calculation analysis done for the following regulations modes [4]: mode 2.5 “Uncontrolled CR RCPS movement from the core” (related to normal operation modes) and mode 3.6 “CR RCPS ejection during the drive cover break” (related to emergency situations). For each mode was performed calculation of the two scenarios.

For mode 2.5 two scenarios with different operation algorithm of emergency feed water pump (EFWP) were considered. The first scenario is EFWP design algorithm and the second scenario is algorithm without EFWP startup signal due to reliable power sections blackout. For mode 3.6 two scenarios with different leak conditional diameters were considered: 55 mm (scenario 1) and 85 mm (scenario 2).

Selection of initial and boundary conditions For the calculation analysis conservative initial and boundary conditions were selected. Table1 contains the RF basic parameters values obtained by a steady-state calculating for the considered scenarios.

| Initial conditions |
|-------------------|------------------|------------------|
| **Parameter**     | **Unit of measure** | **Parameters values [5, 6, 7]** |
|                   |                  | Uncontrolled CR RCPS movement from the core | CR RCPS ejection during the drive cover break |
|                   |                  | Reference value | Calculated value | Reference value | Calculated value |
| Thermal reactor power | MW              | 3000±60±60(100±2.0±2.0) | 3120 (104) | - | 3 (0.1) |
| Coolant pressure at the reactor outlet | kgf/cm²          | 158±162 | 162 | From Ps(T_hot_leg+20) to 162 | 162 |
| Coolant level in pressurizer | m | $H_{nom}(T_{average_{primary}}\pm150\text{ mm})$ | 8.47 | Not less $H_{nom}(T_{average_{primary}}\pm150\text{ mm})$ | 5.4 |
| Coolant volumetric flow through the reactor | m³/h | $84800±4800$ | $80001±4000$ | $84800±4800$ | $80000$ |
| Coolant pressure at the reactor outlet | °C | 320 | 322 | More 260 | 280 |
| Pressure in the steam generator (SG) | kgf/cm² | 60±66 | 65.85±66.0 | 47±64 | 64.5±64.6 |
| Water level in SG | m | 0.270±0.05 | 0.220±0.235 | 0.270-0.075 | 0.210±0.220 |

Table 2 shows the boundary conditions (assumptions and approval) taken at calculation scenarios modeling.

Uncontrolled CR RCPS movement from the core. This IE is considered as uncontrolled CR RCPS regulating group movement with a working speed due to the functioning violation of the RCPS group and individual control.

IE leads to the uncontrolled increase of reactor power due to the input of positive reactivity and thus to increase the fuel temperature, coolant temperature and primary/secondary pressure.

Given the fact that the APR, LPR, PP-1, PP-2 and APP during their functions performing affect to the regulating group at first, these systems are considered unable to work during accidental process.
Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event/ System/ Equipment</th>
<th>Uncontrolled CR RCPS movement from the core</th>
<th>CR RCPS ejection during the drive cover break</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IE</td>
<td>Uncontrolled CR RCPS regulating group movement with a working speed due to the functioning violation of the RCPS group and individual control</td>
<td>Scenario 1: Leak formation from under reactor lid with a diameter 55 mm. Scenario 2: Leak formation from under reactor lid with a diameter 85 mm (during cover break conservatively expected ejection all cover internal elements)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blackout</td>
<td>At the time of SCRAM activation</td>
<td>At the time of IE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main circulation pumps (MCP)</td>
<td>IE occurs when using the four MCP</td>
<td>Reactor power increasing at the time of CR RCPS ejection is not considered, because the unit is in a shutdown mode: all CR RCPS are at the lower limit switch, in the primary formed stop concentration of boric acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCPS</td>
<td>Automatic power regulator (APR), limit power regulator (LPR), first and second kind preventive protection (PP-1, PP-2), accelerated preventive protection (APP) were not considered</td>
<td>Regular work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SG feeding system</td>
<td>Auxiliary feed water pump (AFWP) not considered. Scenario 1: EFWP design algorithm is considered. Scenario 2: EFWP startup signal due to reliable power sections blackout is not considered</td>
<td>Regular work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECCS</td>
<td>ECCS maximum configuration is modelled. Transport delay at the beginning of the water feeding by pump is not included. Minimum values of cooling water temperature are selected</td>
<td>Not considered conservatively</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Injection system to pressurizer</td>
<td>Not considered conservatively</td>
<td>Not considered conservatively</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Make-up&amp;Let-down system</td>
<td>Not considered conservatively</td>
<td>Not considered conservatively</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protection against primary overpressure</td>
<td>Regular work</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reactor power increasing during the accidental process is limited by SCRAM at reaching the setpoint on increasing of the neutron capacity of more than $10^7 - 12\%$ of the nominal. Working group uncontrolled movement stops and with other CR RCPS group there is falling down. Reactor power reduces to the residual energy discharge level, the secondary pressure reduces to set point of turbine stop valves (TSV) closing and further supported by secondary steam discharging devices (SSDD).

Maintaining of primary pressure during accidental process is carried by pressure regulators. Secondary pressure increasing after TSV closing limited by SSDD functionality.

The unit blackout leads to SG feeding by emergency feed water system that provides more cooling. Not considered AFWP operation that allows to reduce the time to start emergency water feeding with temperature 5 °C.

To perform the evaluation and BC receiving for strength analysis two calculation scenarios considered. In Scenario 1 EFWP design algorithm considered. In Scenario 2 the algorithm was modified to obtain more representative results (accordance with modified algorithm the emergency feed water feeding starts at SG−2.4 level decrease to 2.05…2.15 m, and at SG-1.3 level – to 2.05…2.15 m).
Ignoring of signal leads to a level reduction in all SG to a value 1.35 m and their subsequent filling by emergency feed water with a temperature of 5 °C. The above assumption allows to get deeper coolant temperature reduction, as compared to Scenario 1.

Figure 1 – 4 show pressure and temperature graphs in reactor volumes for the two analyzed scenarios.

As can be seen from the graphs, uncontrolled movement of CR RCPS group from core accompanied by a significant temperature change in the reactor. The temperature changing reaches a value more 50 °C that may affect to the reactor elements strength.

**CR RCPS ejection during the drive cover break**

IE envisages the rapid CR movement from the initial position to the maximum top position. Ejection can occur due to CR mechanism cover rupture and is accompanied by leak initiating from the reactor with equivalent diameter 55 mm [8, 9, 10]. If we assume the ejection of all cover internal elements (drive, electric cables, etc.), then equivalent leak diameter increases to 85 mm. Given such uncertainty for this mode we considered two limiting cases: scenario 1 with an equivalent leak diameter 55 mm and Scenario 2 with diameter 85 mm.

During unit work cover rupture in modes “On power” or “Minimal controlled power level” leads to short neutron power jump, but a significant increase thermal power is not observed, because the jump compensated by SCRAM, so mode “hot shutdown” selected for the calculation analysis.

In case of the cover rupture in a mode “hot shutdown” the CR RCPS ejection does not increase thermal power, as CR entered in core and in primary coolant formed boric acid stop concentration formed.

Also, it should be noted that the IE progress at the mode “On power” is less conservative than “hot shutdown”, because after SCRAM increased residual energy level provides significant additional coolant heater and therefore prevents the reactor and internals cooling.

Figure 5 – 8 show pressure and temperature graphs in reactor volumes for the two analyzed scenarios.
As can be seen from the graphs, CR RCPS ejection at the drive cover rupture accompanied by a significant temperature change in the reactor. The temperature changing reaches a value more 250 °C that definitely affect to the reactor elements strength.

**Analysis results.** The calculation analysis results for the regulatory modes 2.5 "Uncontrolled CR RCPS movement from the core" and modes 3.6 “CR RCPS ejection during the drive cover break” shown in Figure 1 – 8.

Calculation analysis showed that the progress modes are accompanied by a significant temperature decrease of the reactor coolant to more than 50 °C and 250 °C for modes 2.5 and 3.6 respectively. Thus, modes have sufficient importance and their impact should be assessed as part of life extension of reactor type VVER-1000.

However, a final conclusion about the impact of these modes can be made only after strength evaluation, which, according to the above calculations prepared BC in a reactor (pressure, temperature and heat transfer coefficient) to be used for the strength analysis.

**Conclusions.** In this article we made calculation analysis of modes with uncontrollable CR RCPS movement and ejection for strength assessing of RPV and reactor internals, which had not analyzed quantitatively previously as part of life extension of reactors VVER-1000 in Ukraine. To perform the calculation analysis we used actual thermal hydraulic model of unit №3 of RNPP for computer code RELAP5/MOD3.2. As a result, we made the conclusion about importance of these modes and the need to use the research results for the strength analysis, results of which can be present in the next publication.
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